By Houssam Chouman

OUR WELCOME
MESSAGE

At Hospitality Development Company by Houssam Chouman, we strive to help our clients make significant and lasting improvements to their performance.
With nearly seven years of experience, The Hospitality Development Company by Houssam Chouman
has built a unique firm equipped to this task.
As you go through our portfolio, you will find a mixed series of our evolving projects.
www.hospitalitydc.com

WHO WE ARE
At Hospitality Development Company by Houssam Chouman, we are ready to assist you with all aspects
of your restaurant’s operation, big or small.
Our seasoned industry culinary experts have used their expertise to help hundreds of new and
existing food service operations from new concept development projects and operational as- sessments to restaurant turnarounds, kitchen interiors, branding and marketing.

WHAT WE DO
VISUAL IDENTITY

Building Strong Brands Through Visual Appeal

CREATIVE

Creativity is our fuel it drives our thoughts and actions.
Best of all, it’s renewable and never runs out.

CREATIVE ADVERTISING

Messages That Inform, Thrill, And Resonate

We love to create striking visual concepts that make your brand pop.
Our creative team skilfully weaves colours, fonts, graphic effects,
and mood to produce inspiring and surprising results.

From initial concept to final execution to effective placement,
we create ads for all media. Whether you’re looking to entertain,
move to tears, provoke or raise awareness,
we can help you do it with style and impact.

GRAPHIC DESIGN

DESIGNING OBJECTS,
SPACES AND EVENTS

Love At First Sight

Our seasoned graphic designers create communication tools that
enable brands to shine. Looking for new ways to showcase your brand?
Let’s talk about it!

Smart And Effective Brand Deployment
HDC Marketing creates spaces and organizes events that meet your
needs and fulfil your aspirations. Your product launch, sponsorship event,
gala, conference, trade show or other initiative will get people’s attention.
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WEB

Orchestrate web presence and awarness.

WEB DESIGN

Decrypting The Virtual World

DIGITAL MARKETING
Getting It Done

Consider complicated and stressful web projects a thing of
the past! At HDC Marketing, our mission is to make the process
easy and fun. We combine ergonomic and graphic design as well
as functionality and programming savvy to create web sites that
attract traffic and meet business objectives.

To develop a successful digital marketing plan, you need to be an expert
at both “digital” and “marketing.” We optimize your presence on
the web through effective social media strategies, natural and paid SEO,
and targeted online ad campaigns.

ELECTRONIC COMMERCE

AND MUCH MORE

The web is a vast consumer market where transactions rule.
Let us help you keep pace with customer behaviour and create
online product and service offers they can’t resist.

We provide various web-related services – you pick and choose!
Design, content production (including copywriting and translation),
site optimization and redesign, hosting, maintenance.
Whatever your needs, we deliver. Give us a call.
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STRATEGY

FAIR TURNING GOOD IDEAS INTO GREAT ACHIEVEMENTS.

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS
Forging The Path Ahead

MEDIA PLACEMENT

At The Right Place At The Right Time

From production to sales, you need to understand the market
environment in which you compete. And to achieve success,
you need clear objectives. Let us help you navigate this process
for insights into customers, markets, and competitors and for
effective positioning, market-entry, and communication strategies.

Television, radio, the web, billboards, sponsorships, newspapers –
HDC Marketing knows its way around the mediaverse and can
help you pinpoint and reach your target audiences, customers,
and markets.

BRANDING

WRITING AND TRANSLATION

Built To Last

The Importance Of Getting It Write

Your brand is inscribed in your company’s DNA and is the symbolic
representation of your business personality and culture.
More important – and here’s where we can help – your brand
is what your customers say about you.

Teasers and taglines, web copy, corporate documents, requests for
proposals, text editing, and translation. We produce content
that addresses real business needs with a strong dose of creativity.
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OUR PERSPECTIVES
MISSION

VISION

BELIEFS

First milestone in the road to success starts
with possessing a successful vision to be a
leading hospitality consultant by creating unique,
traditional and out of the box business opportunities. To offer complete business proposition
from conceptualization to execution to place
adequate process to offer optimum sales
platform and finance control for making.

Our vision is to serve our clients in every face of
the restaurant industry for success.
We provide highly personalized consulting
services to hospitality corporations,
independent restaurant groups, restaurateurs
and entrepreneurs who are planning the
development of their first or next restaurant
concept whether full service, fast casual
or hybrid.

We strive to make a successful impact. We
believe that strategy defines design and design
follows function. With the right function, we can
perform better and establish high reach. And
from high reach, we would be able to increase
the impact and successfully penetrate the
market.

GOALS

VALUES

AIM

The best way to approach a goal is to first
break it down into very small bite size steps.
Each one of these steps should lead logically
to the next step to be completed in a linear
order.
Ultimately, we are here to help you find the
best path that leads you to success.

We are forthright in all our relations with customers and service providers. we trust this impulses
us to fineness. modernization and change belong
to an innovative industry.
We are constantly up-to-date with our concepts
and designs.
We respect our customer’s values and beliefs
and want to leave them with an inimitable experience.

We support investors to have their own brands.
We develop their ideas and execute them. We do
concept design & branding. We work on theme
costing and development. And we make sure to
stay up-to-date and well engaged in social media.
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OUR SERVICES
Hospitality Development Company by Houssam Chouman can assist you with any aspect of your restaurant’s operations.
Our team is made up of seasoned industry veterans who have “been there and done that” and used their expertise to help
hundreds of restaurants across the country and around the world. below you will find a list of our offered services:

Concept Branding & Design

Operations & Manpower Planning

Administrative Management

Marketing & Promotional Strategy

Policies & Procedure Development

Shop & Interior Design

Employee Training & Development

Press Releases

Menu Engineering

Theme Costing & Development

Equipment Procurement

Sales & Marketing Data Analysis
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RESTAURANT OPERATIONS ASSESSMENT

Our Services

At every stage of the business life cycle, a foodservice operation faces a unique set of challenges and opportunities: from the growing pains of emerging
brands to the reinvigoration efforts that keep declining concepts from becoming distressed. We leverage our experience across the life of an operation to
help leaders define the best path forward for their organizations, shaving decades off the development cycle.
While each operations assessment is customized to meet the needs of each unique foodservice concept’s situation, HDC always begins by thoroughly
reviewing all operational materials, training documents and recipe books prior to visiting the physical restaurant space. Armed with an understanding of
any outlined systems and processes, our representatives spend time onsite, from pre-opening to pre-closing, to experience all dayparts, in addition to
pre-preparation, shift change and end-of-day systems. HDC will also compare any written standards to reality, noting variances as well as bringing to light
any gaps in operational systems and processes.
You can then expect to receive a holistic yet detailed assessment of your complete concept. At its conclusion, you’ll walk away with a comprehensive set of
recommendations that will improve operational excellence, food handling, product quality and guest satisfaction, boosting both top-line sales and bottom-line profits.
While single-unit restaurants can benefit greatly from an expert opinion and an objective outsider’s view, it is critical for growing concepts to establish standardized systems and processes to efficiently and sustainably grow their brand.
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CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT RESTAURANT CONSULTING

Our Services

With HDC, a new restaurant concept is a collaborative process that connects your vision with HDC’s experience and industry expertise.
HDC works to fully understand your thoughts and objectives, whether developing a scalable concept for growth or a single-unit operation.
With a pulse on the latest food trends, growing markets and successful concepts in every service category and cuisine, we will research and recommend
a list of “must-see” competitive and on-trend concepts in specific markets. Each restaurant on the tour is carefully selected to provide unique learnings—from pricing strategy and décor to service touch points—and to survey the existing restaurant landscape and any potential voids in the market.
Throughout the “Discovery Tour,” HDC provides conceptual, operational and financial insights, sharing high-level strategies and big ideas that will enable
your restaurant to have a unique competitive edge.
In an effort to define your restaurant—its food, service and design strategies; check averages, dayparts and much more—you will then experience a brand
positioning and strategic planning session to define as a group a viable restaurant brand that connects with guests and boasts a financial model that
works.
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RESTAURANT DESIGN CONSULTANTS

Our Services

HDC has extensive experience in designing new restaurants or remodeling environments for existing restaurants. Whether it’s an external restaurant
facade upgrade, a complete interior restaurant design or simply sign design, we create the most impressive, timeless, solution-oriented restaurant
design in the market today. Our design team creates restaurants that diners hate to leave.
Our team also creates world-renowned kitchens, providing a more productive work environment and contributing to back-of-house profitability. We understand how to design a practical restaurant kitchen that not only looks sensational and is totally practical for day-to-day operations, but minimizes buildout
and construction costs. Our kitchen designs shine with innovation and efficiency.
Restaurant Design Services HDC restaurant design services include:
• Restaurant Space Planning
• Restaurant Design Theme and Décor Creation
• Color Board Design
• Artist 3D Color Renderings
• Complete Exterior Restaurant Façade, Restaurant Design or Upgrade
• Exterior Restaurant Design and Marketing Displays

• Interior Restaurant Marketing Display and Design
• Graphic Restaurant Design
• Uniform Design
• Restaurant Kitchen Design
• FF & E – Fixtures, Furnishings, and Equipment Specifications and Procurement
• Complete Coordination of Architectural and Construction Design Drawings Design
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OUR CLIENTS

Some of our clients under different scopes and industries:
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OUR CLIENTS

Some of our clients under different scopes and industries:

- Swiss and Sweet Restaurant and Cafe Company
- Allied International Lebanon
- Business Trading Company
- Qatar Duty Free
- Marsa Malaz Kempinski
- Maya la Chocolateire
- Gravity Skydiving
- Museum of Islamic art
- Spinneys

- The Original Candy Co. Ltd
- The Cupcake Factory
- The Bagel Bar Coffee House
- Media Makers
- Facts Company
- Rosetta Coffee House
- Vero Sweets
- Zodiac Logistics
- Samhan Holdings

- Gravity Indoor Sky Diving
- Gravity Cafe
- Zezinia group
- Layla restaurants
- Al Fayesz Lebanese restaurant
- Al Safar group
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SLIDERS HUB

MADELEINE CHOCOLATE LOUNGE

The origins of the burger are much debated, with variants appearing in the early
1700s and ‘Hamburg steak’ made popular in 19th-century.
Everyone likes a burger now and then, that's absolutely fine.
Sliders Hub is a place where you can have the best burger with its fixings, potato and
shakes, a place in which everyone should feel satisfied, and tasting
the best quality of food.
The juiciness and the unusual toppings of the burgers makes you feel at home.
The idea was to create a casual dining theme at our burger restaurant with the touch
of red to open your appetite making you feel comfortable and resfreshed by the new
and colorful taste of burgers and shakes.

Madeleine Chocolate Lounge is a pioneering concept that promises excellence and
supreme savoring chocolates alongside a wide variety of cocoa ingredients and an
attractive diversified menu full of enticements and temptations.
The lounge itself is designed in a way that reflects the senses and passion of a true
chocolate lover. It symbolically designates a world perfectly designed for definitive chocolate aficionados of all ages. The milieu within the lounge is impeccably structured to
enable each and every customer to share their passion and love for chocolates with
the people who mean the world to them.
At Madeleine, we promise you a nostalgic ambience with a classical sense of style and
elegance leaving you with a unique, cherished and unforgettable experience.

TORINO STEAK HOUSE

FARIDA RESTURANT AND GARDEN

At torino steakhouse, we serve exclusive prime beef sourced from the country’s top sources. all of our steaks are hand-butchered daily in our kitchen and prepared to your taste preference. Our fresh prime beef delivers exemplary tenderness and flavor.
At torino steakhouse, we are proud to deliver and say that we have “the best steaks on
earth”. We offers a truly original and vintage steakhouse dining experience. We offer the
proverbial hand-muddled bourbon old fashioned, our house specialty escargots de bourgogne, down to our traditional steakhouse cut. we genuinely take our guests back to mid-century dining style. Also, torino steakhouse won best steakhouse in bahrain and best newcomer steakhouse (2016) by the bahraini review-journal readers.

“It all started with my love affair with the hospitality industry which begun at the young age of
17 where I absorbed the art and the power of the relationship exchange between the
earthy elements and their individually unique concepts.”
At Farida, it all began with the love to serve guests in a cuisine that has been created from
scratch with a lot of heart and passion. Farida invites you to live the sophistication of the
Lebanese lifestyle in the 19th century where you will enjoy a luxury meal in a typical Lebanese castle that includes: a dining room, the diwan, the sitting room and the terrace.
The decorated ceiling and appealing chandeliers create a traditional elite style.

TOKYO STATION
The theme of Tokyo Station was derived from the railway station in the Chiyoda City in Tokyo,
Japan.
Japan, a nation of epicureans, offers not only the world’s finest Washoku, but also exquisite
French, Italian and Chinese cuisine all around the railway.
The space is reputable for its classy and elegant setting. The chesterfield sofas that are known for
their distinctive deep buttoned, quilted leather and low seat base add to the mood.
Some of the staff members are form the Japan with a cultural background that give our visitors a
touch of Japan.
One thing that will grab the attention at the entrance of Tokyo Station will be the Tea Lounge. It will
include a unique blend of rare and distinguished refined tea fusions ready for take away.
Specialties at Tokyo station start with a mixture of three grilled teppanyaki live cooking tables, a
bakery, a sushi bar that caters to the needs of seafood lovers who appreciate Japanese gastronomy, and last but not least, the jiggly cake service.
The jiggly cake will be the unique selling item at the bakery in Tokyo Station. It is an almost soufflé
like sponge cake that jiggles and is amazingly fluffy. Sprinkled with powdered sugar alone or
topped with berries, it will surely draw the attention of all visitors thus creating a positive buzz
when it’s ready for service.
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DACHCOFFEE
«A small concept of Lebanon in the highway of Qalamoun» — A statement that is most
common to the people who visit Tripoli. And it’s not really A surprise, because the creator of the
concept was done by Mr Houssam Chouman from The Hospitality Development Company.
DACH COFFEE — «the fast & casual coffeehouse»,
At Dach Coffee, we are passionate about providing high quality products and fast
delivery services.
The menu also includes sandwiches and salads.
The interior was created within the same concept of Dach itself: simple, functional & “delicious”
DACH COFFEE takes up small space.
All of the staff members are always in sight: cooks, barmen, cashiers & runners.
There’s a practical uniform for both summer and winter that is different for all the teammates.
Like most of the interior foundations used for the coffee shop, the signboard was made of
marble.
We decided to combine marble with a dash of copper to achieve a contrast inbetween the material. Over time, the copper will be covered with patina so the signboard will get a more “live”
look. In a small area, it’s not easy to create a functional, ergonomic space so we tried to make
use of every inch.
DACH COFFEE often pleases the guests with seasonal or new dishes.
We also have developed a modular, mobile menu for more practical access. Nameplates were
made of magnetic vinyl and it’s easy to change and install them on a metal base.
It is not about the quantity here. It’s all about the quality.
When you reach Qalamon, you will be passing by plenty of restaurants & cafes but we will make
sure that DACH COFFEE will stand out because when we speak of development, you’ll know that
the concept belongs to the Hospitality Development Company by Houssam Chouman.
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ZAHR W ZAYTOUN
The purpose of Zahr w Zaytoun is to establish a traditional Lebanese Restaurant that is a retailer
for traditional Lebanese homemade food and a catering service for events and special
occasions.
Zahr W Zaytoun will be offering an exclusive mood dedicated to create a ‘togetherness’
feeling among all families that come to dine in the restaurant. The menu will offer a wide range of
variety of Lebanese food and emphasize on freshness and homemade traditional
shepherd recipes.
Moreover, Zahr W Zaytoun will be retailing many homemade Lebanese products in the restaurant and will be offering catering services for remote sites and other locations that hold events.
All three services will be supported by the main kitchen situated in a private location. However, the
restaurant will definetly have its own mini kitchen inside.The cuisine will offer traditional Lebanese
food in unique presentable plates provided with a service of excellence.
The restaurant will be located on Qalamoun Highway in Tripoli with a total indoor space of
164 m² and a terrace space of 84 m² with a mezzanine of 38 m².The fact that it is located on a
busy area on the highway with a significant amount of traffic makes it more noticeable to visitors.
The project will be fully operated by The Hospitality Development Company by Houssam Chouman.
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BRANDING AND BRAND DEVELOPMENT

Our Services

Successful brands are built on a unique point of differentiation that is strongest when reinforced by all elements of the guest experience. Whether the
goal is to develop an entirely new restaurant brand, increase sales and profitability or maximize marketing opportunities, it is Bahamas’s mission to translate the brand positioning across a concept’s food, beverage, facility and service strategies.
Bahamas can work closely with a client’s agency and designer or can provide seasoned experts to create and manage the brand’s execution in the following ways:
• Brand Identity (Logos, Color Palette, Typography, Signage, Brand Style Guide)
• Identification of Core Values
• Brand Discovery (Setting the Vision, Articulating the Values, Defining the Culture)
• Brand Strategy (Positioning, Brand Story, Naming Systems)
• Brand Experience (Website, Collateral, Guest Experience)
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Lions Bldg. First Floor Office 101
Sourati Street, Hamra, Beirut

By Houssam Chouman

RESTAURANT
L E A D E R S H I P

bahamas
HOSPITALITY AND SERVICES

Visit our website

Lebanon Office : +961 1 747 009
Qatar Office : +974 4429 2460
Hotline (24/7) : +961 71 436 368
info@hospitalitydc.com
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